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An aging study with intensive radiation sources was performed for the forward resistive plate
chambers (RPCs) of the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) detector in the Large Hadron Collider
experiment (LHC). The expected rate of the radiation background to be induced in the forward
RPCs ranges from a few tens of Hz/cm2 to as much as ∼1 kHz/cm2 . Therefore, the radiation
hardness for the forward RPCs should be sufficient to ensure the safe operation of the CMS and
successful achievement of the LHC physics. Two oil-coated and one plain double-gap RPCs were
manufactured and tested with the neutron beam provided by the MC50 cyclotron of the Korea
Institute of Radiological and Medical Science (KIRAMS) and with gamma rays from a 200-mCi
137
Cs source. The estimated radiation dose induced by the fast neutrons was approximately 50 Gy.
No significant aging effect was found to be a consequence of the neutron irradiation, However, a
degradation of the RPC performance was observed after intense gamma irradiation for a total of 32.5
days. The mean gamma-signal rate drawn in each RPC was 4.0 kHz/cm2 , which was approximately
two times the maximum rate expected in the highest η-region covering the particle trigger. Increases
in the noise rates and the currents accounted for the degradation in the efficiencies for the RPCs.
As a result, safe operation of the forward RPCs in the avalanche mode was ensured for signal rates
up to 2 kHz/cm2 .
PACS numbers: 29.40.Cs
Keywords: Compact Muon Solenoid, Large Hadron Collider, Forward RPC, Muon trigger detector, Neutron
irradiation, Linseed-oil treatment
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Fig. 1. Unfolding view (top) and a quadrant (bottom) of
the CMS detector. The forward RPCs cover the muon trigger
in an η range from 0.92 to 2.1.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) in the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) experiment was designed to optimize detecting muons for exploring Higgs and SUSY
particles [1] (Figure 1). The resistive plate chambers
(RPCs), the muon trigger detectors, play a key role in
achieving the physics goal of the CMS/LHC experiment
[2, 3]. The forward RPCs to be placed on both endcap
sides of the CMS detector cover the pseudorapidity range
from 0.92 to 2.1, as the bottom of Figure 1 shows.
The CMS forward RPCs should reliably serve as particle triggers under an enormous background when the
LHC is operated with a maximum beam luminosity
(∼1034 /cm2 /s) for intensive physics runs. The detection capability of the RPCs, when being operated with
background rates of a few kHz/cm2 , has been proven by
the previous R&D efforts performed by the CMS RPC
groups [4]. However, we do not clearly understand the
limit for the signal rate within which a reliable long-term
operation is ensured. Furthermore, it would be critically important to understand how the degradation of
the detector performance develops, when the signal rate
induced in the detectors exceeds a certain critical value.
The expected primary effects of the degradation would

be increases in the noise rates and the ohmic currents in
the detector.
In the previous aging study performed for the gamma
irradiation [5], no significant sympton of degradation in
the RPC performance was observed. The maximum
gamma-signal rate was 1.8 kHz/cm2 . The integrated
avalanche charge induced on the anode surfaces of the
RPCs by gamma irradiation for a total of 150 days was
0.46 C/cm2 . This is equivalent to the amount induced by
an operation of roughly 12 years for the forward RPCs
at 0.92 < η < 1.60 being prepared for the CMS experiment by the end of 2007. The maximum background
rate expected in the forward RPCs in this η region is 50
Hz/cm2 .
The construction and the installation of the forward
RPCs at 1.6 < η < 2.1 was planned for an upgrade program of the CMS detector in 2009. The background
rate, being induced in the highest η region of the endcap station 1 covering 1.5 < η < 2.1 (the RPCs being
placed closest to the beam interaction point and denoted
as RE1/1), was expected to be as much as ∼1 kHz/cm2
[6]. The major sources of the background are neutrons,
gamma rays, and charged pions induced by the proton
beam’s interactions with the beam pipe. Furthermore,
the role of the RE1/1 RPCs becomes significantly important in enhancing the muon trigger condition for the
forward region CMS when a larger beam luminosity is
required because the RE1/1 RPCs are the trigger detectors placed closest to the beam interaction point [7].
Freon-based gases are widely used for RPCs in
avalanche mode operation. For the CMS RPCs, they
are tetrafluorethane (C2 H2 F4 ) and sulfur fluoride (SF6 ).
As reported in the previous researches [8], the F− radicals contained in the Freon-based gas mixture would
account for the radiation-induced aging. The F− radicals produce the corrosive HF compound, which would
cause chemical damage to the RPC electrode. Since the
F− radicals are produced in the process of ionization
avalanche, the production rate is expected to be proportional to the induced avalanche charge per unit time.
In this R & D, the aging study was, therefore, organized with two tests: The first test was performed
with fast neutrons provided by the MC50 cyclotron of
the Korea Institute of Radiological and Medical Science
(KIRAMS) to investigate the effects of neutrons on the
resistive plates and the oil layers of the RPCs. The second test was performed for an intensive gamma-ray irradiation by using the 200-mCi 137 Cs facility at Korea
University to simulate the aging caused by high-level signal rates.
The construction of the RPCs for the aging study is
described in Section II. In Section III, the neutron irradiation by using the proton accelerator and the cosmic-ray
tests to observe the neutron effect are discussed. The
gamma irradiation and the degradation arising in the
detector characteristics are discussed in Section IV. Finally, the conclusions for the aging study for the CMS
forward RPCs are presented in Section V.
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Fig. 2. Three RPCs placed 1.18 m below the beryllium
target installed at the proton beamline of the MC50 cyclotron
at the KIRAMS.

II. CONSTRUCTION OF DETECTORS
Two linseed-oiled-coated and one plain double-gap
RPCs were manufactured to perform the aging study.
The size of the active area of each RPC was 15 × 15
cm2 , which was optimized to fit in the irradiation area
of the fast neutrons provided by the MC50 cyclotron.
The three RPCs were closely packed together to be effectively illuminated by the fast-neutron beam. Each RPC
was equipped with 7 pickup strips with 25-mm pitch.
The offset margin, creating an inactive area along the
periphery of the RPC gap, was 25 mm, which was identical to the one applied to the CMS forward RPCs.
The RPCs in the aging tests were operated with a
typical gas mixture for the avalanche mode: C2 H2 F4 /iC4 H10 = 96.5/3.5. The RPCs were connected to the gas
flow in series, circulating at a flow rate of ∼2.25 l/h.
The typical observables to diagnose the degradation
in the RPC characteristics are the operating currents,
the efficiency curves, and the noise rates and distribution over the detector area. Except for the currents, the
data were obtained by measuring the timing data by using a multi-hit time-to-digital converter (TDC) (LeCroy
2277).

III. NEUTRON-IRRADIATION AND
COSMIC-RAY MEASUREMENTS
The three RPCs were placed 1.18 m below the beryllium target installed at the proton beamline of the MC50
cyclotron, as Figure 2 shows. The fast neutrons were produced by a 30-µA proton beam at 35 MeV and a 10-mmthick beryllium target. The fast-neutron flux per unit
proton-beam current, measured by using a boron-loaded
plastic scintillator and corrected for the detection efficiency, was 733 Hz/cm2 /nA. The estimated fast-neutron
flux for the 30-µA proton beam was approximately 1.0
× 108 Hz/cm2 . Therefore, the total number of neutrons

Fig. 3. Efficiencies as functions of the electric-field intensity. The data in the top and the bottom figures were measured a few days before and 2 weeks after the neutron irradiation, respectively. The circles and the full triangles represent
the efficiencies for the oil-coated RPCs labeled ‘RPC1’ and
‘RPC3’, respectively. The squares represent the efficiencies
for the plain RPC labeled ‘RPC2’.

impinging on a unit area of the RPCs for a three-hour
operation was 1.0 × 1012 /cm2 . The equivalent dose of
fast neutrons estimated by using a GEANT simulation
was approximately 50 Gy, which would be equivalent to
the effect to be induced in the highest η region of the
RE1/1 RPCs for ∼3.5 years.
After the neutron irradiation, data were measured for
two months to observe any latent effect of the irradiation
on the typical RPC characteristics. Figure 3 shows two
sets of efficiency data for the RPCs as functions of the
electric-field intensity, corrected for the pressure and the
temperature [5]. The data in the top and the bottom
figures were measured a few days before and 2 weeks after the neutron irradiation, respectively. The circles and
the triangles represent the efficiencies for the oil-coated
RPCs, labeled as ‘RPC1’ and ‘RPC3’, respectively. The
squares represent the efficiencies for the plain RPC, labeled as ’RPC2’. Two weeks sufficed for suppressing
the gamma-emitting decays of the neutron-activated radionuclei contained in the constituent materials of the
RPCs. As Figure 2 shows, the electric-field intensities
to reach an efficiency of 0.95 (dashed lines) were 46.0
kV/cm2 and 47.5 kV/cm2 for the oiled-coated RPCs
(RPC1 and RPC3) and the plain RPC (RPC2), respectively.
Figures 4 and 5 show the noise rates and the instrinsic
currents drawn in the RPCs, respectively, as functions
of the electric-field intensity. The data in the top-left
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Fig. 4. Noise rates drawn in the RPCs as functions of the
electric-field intensity. The top-left panel represent the noise
rates measured two days before the neutron irradiation. The
remaining three panels represent the data at times after the
neutron irradition indicated by the inset comments.

panels of Figures 4 and 5 were measured before the neutron irradiation. In the same figures, the data in the
top-right, the bottom-left, and the bottom-right figures
were measured 2, 8 and 9 weeks, respectively, after the
neutron irradiation. The current values in Figure 5 were
normalized to the unit area of the RPCs.
The typical noise rates for the oil-coated RPCs and the
plain RPC in the RPC operation ranges of the electricfield intensity are ∼2 Hz/cm2 and ∼20 Hz/cm2 , respectively. The trends, as shown in the noise rates and currents, were stable for a two-month operation after neutron irradiation, except for a small reduction in the noise
rates in RPC1, presumably, due to a slight increase in the
bakelite resistivity caused by the long-term application
of the dry chamber gas.
One would anticipate a degradation of the material
properties, especially for the ‘soft’ organic oil-layers in
the RPCs, resulting in an increase in the noise rate or
the current. No such symptom of aging or degradation
in the RPC performance, representing radiation damage,
was observed, at least, for the two-month operation.

IV. AGING STUDY WITH AN INTENSIVE
GAMMA IRRADIATION
The purpose of the gamma-irradiation test was to simulate the aging induced by the high-rate signals and to
understand the limit for safe operation of the CMS for-

Fig. 5. Currents drawn in the RPCs as functions of the
electric-field intensity. The top-left panel represent the noise
rates measured two days before the neutron irradiation. The
remaining three panels represent the data at times after the
neutron irradition indicated by the inset comments.

ward RPCs. For the gamma-irradiation test, the RPCs
were installed 27.5 cm away from a 200-mCi 137 Cs source.
The RPCs were operated in the avalanche mode with the
same gas mixture as the one for the neutron-aging study
described in the previous section.
Data for cosmic muons and noises were measured before, in the middle of, and after the completion of the
gamma irradiation. The noises and the intrinsic currents of the detectors were closely monitored to observe
the radiation-induced degradation in the RPCs.
Figure 6 shows the currents induced by the gamma
rays in the three RPCs, as measured during the gamma
irradiation. The currents were normalized to a unit area
of the RPCs. The dark areas indicate breaks in the irradiation to perform tests for measuring the efficiencies for
cosmic muons and noises. The total period of the gamma
irradiation was 32.5 days. The high voltage applied to
the RPCs was kept at 9.8 kV, which is equivalent to an
electric field intensity of 49 kV/cm, for the whole period
of irradiation.
The average signal cluster rate induced by the gamma
rays in each RPCs was approximately 4.0 kHz/cm2 ,
which was about two times the maximum background
rate expected in the highest η region of RE1/1, when a
maximum beam luminosity is assumed. The integrated
avalanche charges per unit area, induced in the three
RPCs, are summarized in Table 1.
The signal cluster rates (Rγ ) and the integrated
avalanche charges (Qint ) in Table I also include small
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Fig. 6. Currents induced by gamma rays in the RPCs,
as measured during the gamma irradiation. The dark areas
indicate breaks in the irradiation to perform tests for cosmic
muons and noises.
Table 1. Mean signal rate and the integrated avalanche
charge per unit area induced in three RPCs for a total of
32.5 days of the gamma irradiation.
Detectors
RPC1
RPC2
RPC3

Rγ (kHz/cm2 )
5.2
3.0
3.7
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Fig. 7. Intrinsic currents drawn in the RPCs at electric
field intensities of 44 (top) and 48 kV/cm (bottom), as measured for the whole period of the gamma irradiation. The
circles, the squares and the triangles represent the currents
drawn in RPC1, RPC2 and RPC3, respectively. The errors
for the data respect the systematic uncertainty caused by
variation in the temperature.

Qint (mC/cm2 )
578.2
248.2
394.6

contributions from the noises. The values for RPC2
(plain RPC) are smaller than the one for RPC1 or RPC3
because the efficiency plateau for RPC2 is approximately
300 V higher than the one for RPC1 or RPC3 (oiled
RPCs). The avalanche multiplication for RPC2 must
be, therefore, smaller than the one for RPC1 or RPC3
for the given high voltage (9.8 kV). Figures 7 and 8 show
the intrinsic currents and the noises, respectively, at the
electric-field intensities of 44 (top) and 48 kV/cm (bottom) for the whole period of the gamma irradiation.
As Figure 6 shows, the relatively large gamma-inducing
currents drawn in the RPCs for the first week of the irradiation, which we attribure to the low atmospheric pressure. As a consequence, an abrupt degradation in the
surfaces of the resistive plates was introduced, and resulted in rapid increase in the intrinsic currents (Figure
7) and in the noise rates (Figure 8). The contribution
of the ohmic currents at 44 kV/cm2 dominated the intrinsic currents of the detectors due to the low ionization
avalanche multiplication. The intrinsic currents drawn in
the RPCs, except for RPC1, decreased for the rest of the

Fig. 8. Noise rates of the RPCs at electric field intensities
of 44 (top) and 48 kV/cm2 (bottom), as measured for the
whole period of the gamma irradiation. The notation for the
symbols representing the RPCs is the same as it is in Figure 7.

test period because of the large reduction in the ohmic
currents. However, the noise rates for all the RPCs re-
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Fig. 9. Efficiencies for cosmic muons, as functions of the
electric-field intensity. The efficiencies in the top, the middle,
and the bottom figures were measured before, 35 days after
the start of, and after completion of the gamma irradiation.
The notation for the symbols representing the RPCs is the
same as it is in Figure 7.

mained at the level of a few hundred Hz/cm2 . The large
enhancement of the ohmic currents would result from the
formation of ‘conductive’ current paths on the inner surfaces of the RPC gaps, whose probability might increase
with the particle-signal rate.
As Figure 9 shows, the development of the degradation can be also observed in the efficiency curves measured for cosmic muons. The efficiencies shown in the
top, middle, and bottom of Figure 9 were measured before, 35 days after the start of, and after the completion
of the gamma irradiation, respectively. The efficiency
curves became less steep as the RPCs got more irradiation. Furthermore, the maximum efficiencies for RPC1
and RPC 2 did not reach 0.95 because the high currents
drawn in two RPCs created large voltage drops across
the resistive plates and suppressed the development of
the ionization avalanche in the gas volume. We expect
this would also account for the decline in the efficiencies
for the Babar RPCs [9]. The degradation of the efficiencies was strongest for RPC1 because it had the largest
enhancement of the ohmic current.
The actual position of the ionization avalanche occurring in the RPC gas volume mostly lies in the spatial
range of the signal strip having the fastest TDC time.
The signal strip placed closest to the position of the
ionization avalanche picks up the majority of the image

Fig. 10. Spatial distributions of the noises for RPC1 measured before (hatched) and 35 days after the start of the
gamma irradiation (white). The top and the bottom histograms were measured for electric-field intensities of 44 and
48 kV/cm2 , respectively.

charge and, therefore, yields the fastest time response.
The spatial distribution of the noises for RPC1 (oiled) as
a function of strip number is shown in Figure 10. The top
and the bottom histograms were measured for electricfield intensities of 44 and 48 kV/cm2 , respectively. The
hatched and the plain bars represent the noise distributions measured before and after 35 days of gamma
irradiation, respectively.
As the hatched bars in Figure 10 shows, the majority
(roughly 80 %) of the noises occurred in the two strips
placed close to the edge of the RPC, where edge spacers, supporting and sealing the gas gap, were placed.
The noise rates induced in the two strips were an order
of magnitude higher than the others due to the ohmiccurrent flowing through the edge spacers. This is a normal feature of oiled RPCs. The enhancement of noises
for the five strips placed in the middle, as the consequence of aging on the oiled surfaces, was more severe
than that caused by the increase of the ohmic current.
In conclusion, the gamma-signal rates of ∼4 kHz/cm2
in this test clearly exceeded the critical value for the
occurrence of a fast aging effect while the rate in the
previous research [5] (∼1.8 kHz/cm2 ) did not show any
clear sympton of aging. The enhancement of the noise
rate by the corrosive gas component could be more or
less suppressed by applying a faster gas circulation to
the forward RPCs being exposed to the high-level beam
background of the CMS. The enhancement of the ohmic
current would be, however, unavoidable unless the beam
background is to be kept at a low level.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
No significant symptom of aging or degradation in the
RPC performance, as a consequence of the neutron irradiation, was observed. The radiation dose caused by the
neutrons impinging on the RPCs was approximately 50
Gy, which was not at a level high enough to deteriorate
the material properties of the resistive plates and the oil
layers.
On the other hand, a fast degradation of the RPC
performance was introduced by the gamma irradiation
at ∼4 kHz/cm2 due to the loss of surface quality of the
resistive plates (both plain and oiled). The rate of gas
circulation for the small-sized detectors used in this tests
(2.25 l/h) was actually higher than the typical rate for
normal operations. Therefore, applying a faster gas circulation would not be a practical way to suppress the
aging effect. The current study combined with the previous research showed the safe operation for the forward
RPCs has been proven up to signal rates of ∼2 kHz/cm2 .
Recent attempts to enhance the rate capability for the
forward RPCs are marginal when a power consumption
requirement per high-voltage channel is imposed. As
Figure 6 shows, the current induced by the radiation in a
unit area of a RPC being operated in typical avalanchemode operation ranged from 350 to 400 µA/m2 /kHz. A
signal rate of 2.5 kHz/cm2 would require approximately
10 W/m2 (equivalent to a current of 1 mA/m2 ), which
also exceeds the limit for the safe operation of the RPCs.
A tighter shielding for the beam background would also
be effective as a better trigger condition for the RE1/1
RPCs, as well as for safer operation.
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